STUDY IN FRANCE
About France:- France is one of Europe’s largest countries. It is bordered by six countries other nations: Germany,
Belgium and Luxembourg to the northeast, Switzerland and Italy to the southeast and Spain to the southwest. The
United Kingdom borders France via the English Channel. The country is considered to be the gateway to Europe as
there are several large international airports (two of these can be found in Paris), ferry terminals and the French
rail service.
France is the most popular tourist destination in the world. There are many reasons why so many people enjoy
visiting the diverse country, including the natural beauty, the amazing climate, outdoor recreational activities such
as golf courses, art museums and galleries and so much more. There are many different activities that outline the
history of the country which are enjoyable to visitors, especially considering its turbulent past.
Along with these things, France is enjoyed and well-known for its cuisine and wines. It is easy to say that French
people love to cook and love their food. Meals in France are joyous, long events with families drawn close together
for conversation. The typical French meal offers three to four courses which includes cheese before dessert. All
meals are accompanied by freshly baked breads and wine. Popular foods in France include chicken in a red wine
sauce, known as Coq au vin and sea scallops cooked in butter, or Coquilles Saint-Jacques. The food that is actually
on the menu can also be quite diverse and vary according to the region of the country in which you are located.
People in France are courteous and very formal. People in the country are also known for being chic, taking great
pride in their personal appearance and clothing. Some countries view France as an arrogant country because of
these characteristics, although those in the country attribute this to simply being fashionable and cautious of the
appearance.
•A few other bits of information about France that you might enjoy:
•85% of all residents of the country are Roman Catholic
•More than 60 million people reside in the country
•French and English are the two most commonly spoken languages in the country
•France uses EUROs. You will need to exchange any money that you choose to bring with you from another
country into EUROs before or after you arrive in the country.

Benefits Of Studying In France
•No requirement of IELTS /TOEFL for Admission as well as VISA.
•Job search VISA of 6 months after studies.
•Its at the heart of the European continent.
• Accommodation help by French Government up to 40% of the rental charges.
•Very well paid internship during studies with multinational companies earning
approx. 1000 EUR per month.
•Part time work permit up to 20 hours per week.
•World’s third leading host country for higher education(after UK and France)
•No requirement of learning French for admission.
•Low transportation cost- if the student is aged less than 25, transportation pass costs 35
EUR/ month, otherwise it is around 45 to 50 EUR/ month
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Benefits and Services Provided by I.E.S
1. We represent Small, medium, large University / College
2. Represent over 90 Universities in France
3. Offers University degrees as well as college diplomas
and certificate programs.
4. Assistance Guidance For Visa Filing
5. Supporting For Bank Loan

For More Details on Admission Contact Us

